
Jan 30, 2023

Questions received by 1/30/2023

Right-of-Way Plans
Is all work anticipated to be only within City R.O.W.? YES

Drainage
Does the City have a minimum standard grade for curb and gutter? Yes,Storm service pipes
within the public way shall be laid at a minimum grade of one-fourth (1/4) inch per
linear foot unless otherwise approved by the Engineer. Flatter slopes between one-eighth
(1/8) and one-fourth (1/4) inch per foot will be allowed only when there is not enough
elevation difference to achieve one-fourth (1/4) inch per foot.

Does the City anticipate replacing any of the existing buried stormwater infrastructure as part
of this project? Yes, the existing Storm line will be replaced with a larger carrying capacity
pipe.
Does the City have a drainage report that confirms the existing system is adequate? NO

To what extent is concrete to be replaced?
A full replacement of Curb, gutter and sidewalk, including all ADA ramps (type l & ll)  At each
intersection, a reasonable amount of asphalt, curb gutter and sidewalks will be replaced in
anticipation to meet existing grades.
ADA ramps appear to be from different eras, match all most recent “CDOT std” ramps such
as at the east side of Ross St? Do all ADA ramps need to be checked for compliance (newer
and older)? Truncated domes? New ADA ramps where they are lacking at intersections?
Assume we are matching all existing grades?
Are new sidewalks to be installed in areas where there are none? YES

Does the City expect an Engineer’s Opinion of Probable Cost or only quantities? Only quantities

Construction Plans
SUE quality level required for all utilities? QL A or B for any potential conflicts? We are
looking for a B level of SUE documents.
Expectation of depth of excavation for road reconstruction? +/- 36”
Is there other excavation anticipated that will require QL A or B? Yes, the first 50’ of lateral
streets at each cross intersection.

In the RFQ under item V Timeline for Proposal, #3 the implication is that proposals may only be
hand delivered – is that correct? No, we will accept any proposals that are received by mail prior to
the deadline.


